We show that vertex guarding a monotone polygon is NP-hard and construct a constant factor approximation algorithm for interior guarding monotone polygons. Using this algorithm we obtain an approximation algorithm for interior guarding rectilinear polygons that has an approximation factor independent of the number of vertices of the polygon. If the size of the smallest interior guard cover is OPT for a rectilinear polygon, our algorithm produces a guard set of size O(OPT 2 ).
telephony systems and other telecommunication technologies as well as placement of motion detectors and security cameras.
We distinguish between two types of guarding problems in simple polygons. Vertex guarding considers only guards positioned at vertices of the polygon, whereas interior guarding allows the guards to be placed anywhere in the interior of the polygon.
The computational complexity question of guarding simple polygons was settled by Aggarwal [1] and Lee and Lin [26] independently when they showed that the problem is NP-hard for both vertex guards and interior guards. Further results have shown that already for very restricted subclasses of polygons the problem is still NPhard [2, 30] .
Chen et al. [5] claim that vertex guarding a monotone polygon is NP-hard, however the details of their proof are omitted and still to be verified. We present a new proof that vertex guarding a monotone polygon is NP-hard.
The approximation complexity of guarding polygons has been studied by Eidenbenz and others. Eidenbenz [14] shows that polygons with holes cannot be efficiently guarded by fewer than Ω(log n) times the optimal number of interior or vertex guards, unless P = NP, where n is the number of vertices of the polygon. Brodén et al. and Eidenbenz [2, 13] independently prove that interior guarding simple polygons is APXhard.
Any polygon (with or without holes) can be efficiently vertex guarded with logarithmic approximation factor in n, the number of vertices of the polygon. The algorithm is a simple reduction to SET COVER and goes as follows [19] : compute the arrangement produced by the visibility polygons of the vertices. Next, let each vertex v correspond to a set in the set cover instance consisting of elements corresponding to the faces of the arrangement that lie in the visibility polygon of v. The greedy algorithm for SET COVER will then produce a guard cover having logarithmic approximation factor.
The above result can be improved for simple polygons using randomization, giving an algorithm with expected running time O(nOPT 2 v log 4 n) that produces a vertex guard cover with approximation factor O(log OPT v ) with high probability, where OPT v is the smallest vertex guard cover for the polygon [12] .
Taking the same approach one step further, Deshpande et al. [11] present a pseudopolynomial randomized algorithm for finding a guard cover (without any restriction on placement) with approximation factor O(log OPT).
We prove polynomial time deterministic approximation algorithms for interior guarding of monotone and rectilinear polygons. As we have already mentioned, vertex guarding of monotone polygons is NP-hard, and furthermore, optimally guarding rectilinear polygons is also NP-hard [23] . This provides the basis for our interest in approximation algorithms for these problems.
The art gallery problem concerns itself with covering polygons using star shaped pieces, the visibility polygons of the guards. Covering polygons with other type of objects, e.g., convex polygons, etc., remains NP-hard in general; [8, 9, 16, 20, 29, [31] [32] [33] .
The next section contains some useful definitions. Section 3 contains our NPhardness proof for monotone polygons and in Sects. 4 and 5 we describe the approximation algorithms for guarding monotone and rectilinear polygons respectively. 
Definitions
A polygon P is l-monotone if there is a line of monotonicity l such that any line orthogonal to l has a simply connected intersection with P. When we talk about monotone polygons, we will henceforth assume that they are x-monotone, i.e., the x-axis is the line of monotonicity for the polygons we consider; see Fig. 1 .
The boundary of a monotone polygon P can be subdivided into two chains, the upper chain U and the lower chain D. Let s and t be the leftmost and rightmost vertices of P respectively. The chain U consists of the boundary path followed from s to t in clockwise direction, whereas D is the boundary path followed from s to t in counterclockwise direction.
A polygon P is rectilinear if the boundary of P consists of axis parallel line segments. Hence, at each vertex, the interior angle between the two connecting boundary edges is either 90 or 270 degrees; see Fig. 1 .
Let VP(p) denote the visibility polygon of P from the point p, i.e, the set of points in P that can be connected with a line segment to p without intersecting the outside of P.
Consider a partial set of guard points g 1 , . . . , g m in P and the union of their visibility polygons m i=1 VP(g i ), the set P \ m i=1 VP(g i ) is the region of P not seen by the points g 1 , . . . , g m . This region consists of a set of simply connected polygonal regions called pockets bounded by either the polygon boundary or the edges of the visibility polygons.
The following definitions are useful for monotone polygons. Since the x-axis is the line of monotonicity it makes sense to say that an object A in the polygon is to the left or to the right of some other object B if there is vertical line that separates the two objects. We will occasionally use A ≥ B (A ≤ B) to denote that A is to the right (to the left) of B.
Let q be a point in VP(p). We denote by VP R (p, q) the part of VP(p) that lies to the right of q. Similarly, VP L (p, q) is the part of VP(p) to the left of q. Hence, VP(p) = VP L (p, q) ∪ VP R (p, q) for all points q ∈ P. We also denote VP R (p) = VP R (p, p) and VP L (p) = VP L (p, p) .
In the sequel, we will also let SP(p, q) denote the shortest (Euclidean) path between points p and q inside P. Proof Let r be a point to the right of q in P that is visible from p. To prove that r is seen from q consider the vertical line through r and its intersection point r with SP(p, t). The three points p, r , and r define a polygon in P having three convex vertices and possibly some reflex vertices on the path SP(p, r ). Since r sees both p and r , r sees all of the path SP(p, r ) and hence also the point q; see Fig. 2 .
Lemma 1 If q is a point on SP(p, t) inside a monotone polygon
P, then VP R (p, q) ⊆ VP R (q).
NP-Hardness of Vertex Guarding Monotone Polygons
In this section, we will show that vertex guarding a monotone polygon is NP-hard. The reduction is from Monotone 3SAT (M3SAT) [18, p. 259 (problem L02) ]. An M3SAT instance (X , C) consists of a pair of sets, a set of Boolean variables, X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } and a set of clauses, C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m }. Each clause contains three literals, c i = x j ∨ x k ∨ x l , a positive clause, or c i =x j ∨x k ∨x l , a negative clause, for 1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ n. An M3SAT instance is satisfiable, if a satisfying truth assignment for C exists such that all clauses c i are true.
An ordinary 3SAT instance can easily be transformed to an M3SAT instance by taking each non-monotone clause and replacing it by three monotone ones as follows.
where z i1 and z i2 are new variables used only in these three clauses.
It is easy to verify that a truth assignment makes clause c i true if and only if the truth assignment makes all the three monotone replacement clauses true as well.
By appropriately duplicating clauses, we can assume that the instance has m clauses where m is odd and the instance has (m + 1)/2 positive clauses and (m − 1)/2 negative clauses. Also, let K = n(m + 1).
We show that any M3SAT instance is polynomially transformable to an instance of vertex guarding a monotone polygon. We construct a monotone polygon P from the M3SAT instance such that P is guardable by K or fewer guards if and only if the M3SAT instance is satisfiable. We first present some basic gadgets to show how the polygon is constructed. We then connect these gadgets together to create a polygon.
Starting Pattern:
The lower boundary of the polygon is divided into two parts, the left and the right sides. The first gadgets on the left side are the starting patterns.
The starting patterns are shown to the left in Fig. 3 . In each pattern, the bottom of the downward spike b(x) is the distinguished vertex of the pattern. This area is only seen by vertices x andx and must be guarded by one of these two vertices. This In the example of Fig. 5 the M3SAT clause corresponds to c =x 1 ∨x 3 ∨x 5 . Hence, a vertex guard placement that corresponds to a truth assignment that makes c true, will have at least one guard onx 1 ,x 3 orx 5 and can therefore see vertex c without additional guards.
We still have variables x 2 and x 4 in the clause, however none of them or their negations see the vertex c. They are there simply to transfer their truth values in case these variables are needed in later clauses.
The monotone polygon we construct consists of 4n + (6n + 4)m + 2 vertices. Each starting variable pattern having four vertices, each variable pattern six vertices, the clause spike consists of three vertices plus one blocking vertex at the start of each clause sequence on the lower boundary and the two leftmost and rightmost points of the polygon.
Consider an M3SAT instance ( Figure 6 shows how this instance is transformed into a monotone polygon and a placement of guards corresponding to the satisfying truth assignment x 1 = x 2 = x 4 = x 5 = false, x 3 = true. 
. Points with white centers mark the guards Exactly K = n(m + 1) guards are required to guard the polygon since there are K bottom vertices b(x j ) at downward spikes and no vertex in the polygon can see more than one such b(x j ) vertex.
If the M3SAT instance is satisfiable, then we place guards at vertices in accordance to whether the variable is true or false in each of the sequences of variable patterns. Each clause vertex is seen since one of the literals in the associated clause is true and the corresponding vertex has a guard.
Suppose we have a vertex guard cover of size exactly K. Since each bottom spike b(x j ) is guarded there is a guard at one of x j ,x j , or b(x j ) itself. They together make up K guards so there can be no other guards. Since each clause vertex c i is also seen, we can establish which of the guards see this vertex and deduce a satisfying truth assignment from this guard placement.
We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Finding the smallest vertex guard cover for a monotone polygon is NPhard.
Note that our proof does not immediately generalize to interior guards. In the next section, we show how to approximate the minimum number of interior guards in a monotone polygon.
Interior Guarding Monotone Polygons

The Guarding Algorithm
Our algorithm for guarding a monotone polygon P incrementally guards P starting from the left, moving right. Hence, we are interested in the structure of the pockets that occur when guarding is done in this way. We define the main region that we will be interested in, the spear, that will guide the placement of our guards. Fig. 7 Illustrating the concept of a kernel expansion. The darker shaded areas are the components of R and the lighter shaded area is the kernel expansion of R Let R be a, possibly disconnected, set of points in P and let q be a point in P. We denote by R L (q) the points of R to the left of q. Let v R be a leftmost point of R, hence, if q is to the left of v R , then R L (q) = ∅.
Definition 1
The kernel expansion of R, denoted ke(R), is formally defined as the set of points
i.e., all the points q in P to the right of v R that see everything in R L (q); see Fig. 7 . Figure 7 shows the kernel expansion of a region consisting of two connected components.
In Sect. 4.3.1 we describe how to compute kernel expansions efficiently.
Lemma 2 A kernel expansion ke(R) is a monotone polygon.
Proof Let q and q be two points in ke(R) having the same x-coordinate, hence,
and assume that R L (q) = ∅. Let p be any point in R L (q) seen by both q and q . Since the three points p, q, and q form a (possibly degenerate) triangle in P, any point between q and q will also see p. This means that any vertical line has a simply connected intersection with ke(R) so the region is monotone.
Assume that we have a partial guard cover in P with the property that all guards are to the left of any pockets remaining in P. Consider such a pocket p. We say that p is a boundary pocket if it is adjacent to both the upper and lower boundaries U and D of P, an upper pocket if it is adjacent only to the upper boundary U , a lower pocket if it is adjacent only to the lower boundary D and a middle pocket if it is adjacent to neither U nor D; see Figs. 8(a)-(c).
We show in Sect. 4.2.1 that our incremental guarding algorithm never produces any middle pockets, so we can disregard them for now.
Since we assume that the guards all lie to the left of all pockets, it is easy to see that the cover can only generate one boundary pocket. Let p be such a boundary pocket. In Lemma 8 of Sect. 4.3.1 we show that the kernel expansion of a polygonal region is completely determined by the vertices of the region. We subdivide the vertices of p into three sets, V M , V U and V D , where V M are the vertices interior to P, V U 
with which we can establish the main regions of interest in the presentation.
Definition 2
For X being one of U or D, let the kernel expansion of Q X be the spear with respect to X, i.e.,
Hence, we have the two spear types sp U and sp D corresponding to the sequences of pockets we are currently considering; see Fig. 9 for an example of the upper spear sp U .
Since the intersection of monotone polygons is also monotone, a spear can be computed by a plane sweep algorithm going from left to right, maintaining the upper and lower boundaries of the kernel expansions; see Sect. 4.3.1.
The rightmost intersection point between the upper and lower boundary of a spear is called the spear tip and we denote spear tips by u U and u D , corresponding to the two types of spears; see Fig. 9 . By the definition of these points, u X has the property 
Place a guard g at u X (G) and let l g be the vertical line segment through g 6 Place a guard g at an intersection point of l g and spX(G), if they intersect 7
Place a guardĝ on l g so that u X (G ∪ {g, g ,ĝ}) lies as far to the right as possible The spears are dependent on the placement of the previously placed guards so we will henceforth refer to them as sp U (G p ) and sp D (G p ) given the partial guard set G p . For each spear sp X (G p ), we similarly parameterize the spear tip u X (G p ). If G p = ∅, the upper and lower spears sp U (∅) and sp D (∅) together with the upper and lower spear tips u U (∅) and u D (∅) are well defined since all of P is considered a boundary pocket.
We can now give the details of our guarding algorithm, displayed in Fig. 10 . Each iteration of the algorithm begins by computing the spears and the spear tips, which we show how to do efficiently in Sect. 4.3.1.
Step 4 selects the leftmost of u U (G) and u D (G), placing a guard g at this point in Step 5.
Step 6 results in the addition of g to the guard set only if spX(G) actually intersects l g , whereX denotes the remaining pocket type different from X. We show how to perform Step 7 efficiently in Sect. 4.3.2. Since all upper and lower pockets are guarded after the algorithm has concluded, we know that the complete boundary of P is seen by the guards placed. In fact, we prove in Lemma 4 that also the interior of P is seen.
We claim the following theorem and dedicate Sects. 4.2 and 4.3 to proving it.
Theorem 2 The algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON computes a guard cover of size at most 30OPT for a monotone polygon P in polynomial time, where OPT is the size of the smallest guard cover for P.
To help the reader, we provide Table 1 of the notation we introduce.
Correctness and Approximation Factor
Correctness
We know from the construction of algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON that it will guard the boundary of the polygon. However, we need to prove that it will also guard the interior of the polygon. To prove this, it is sufficient to show that our algorithm never produces a middle pocket. We do this in two steps. The first step is to show that all guards cannot be on one side of a middle pocket, i.e., a middle pocket can never be generated to the right of the guards as they are placed by the algorithm. The second step is to show that when the algorithm places new guards, a middle pocket to the left of these guards can never be generated.
Lemma 3 Consider a middle pocket p of a partial guard set in a monotone polygon. Let r be the leftmost point in p. Not all guards of the partial guard set can be to the left of r.
Proof Assume for a contradiction, that all the guards are to the left of r. Let r be the rightmost point of p and let e u and e d be the upper and lower edges respectively Lemma 3 shows that as algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON places guards incrementally in the polygon, it can never generate a middle pocket to the right of the rightmost guard placed so far. Next, we show that the algorithm will not generate a middle polygon to the left of this guard either, thus giving us the following lemma.
Lemma 4 The algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON never introduces middle pockets, and hence, produces a complete guard cover.
Proof We make a proof by contradiction and assume that in iteration i of the algorithm, as guards g i , g i andĝ i are positioned in the polygon, a middle pocket p i is generated between guard triples g j , g j ,ĝ j and g j +1 , g j +1 ,ĝ j +1 , where j < i. We assume furthermore that i is the first iteration index that generates a middle pocket and hence that p i is generated in this iteration. Let G i denote the set of guards placed by the algorithm from iteration 1 until iteration i has completed.
Let r be a point in p i and consider the situation just after iteration i − 1. The point r belongs to a pocket p i−1 that is either an upper, a lower or a boundary pocket after this iteration. Consider the situation as the algorithm places guards g i , g i and g i during iteration i. By Lemma 3, r lies to the left of g i since there are no other guards to the right of g i . Without loss of generality, we can assume that g i is placed at u U (G i If we assume that p i−1 is a boundary pocket, it lies to the right of g i−1 . Assume for a contradiction that the point r, to the left of g i , is not seen by g i or g i . This means that some part of the polygon boundary hides r from g i and g i . Assume first that this is U , i.e., the shortest path SP(r, g i ) touches U at some vertex v. This means that the vertex v on U to the left of v is not seen, contradicting that
Therefore, algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON produces a guard cover that sees all the boundary of the polygon and it never generates a middle pocket. Hence it produces a complete guard cover for the monotone polygon.
Bases and Shadows
We continue with a discussion that becomes fairly technical. We associate a specific region, a shadow, to the right of a spear and show that if two spears of the same type, i.e., upper or lower spears, generated by a partial guard set that obeys certain conditions, then the associated shadows do not intersect. We use this information in the next section to bound the number of guards that our algorithm will produce.
We begin by defining two concepts. Fix a partial guard cover G p and let sp X be the spears with respect to G p , for the pocket type X being U or D. To each spear sp X we associate a point called a base of the spear, denoted v X , with X being U or D.
Let l u X be the vertical line through the spear tip u X of the spear sp X and let Q X be the region, the set of pockets, such that sp X = ke(Q X ); see Definition 2.
Definition 3 A base of sp X is the rightmost point v X in Q X and on the boundary X of P such that the spear tip u X lies on the boundary of VP(v X ) and v X lies on the boundary of VP(u X ).
A point v U is called an upper base and a point v D is called a lower base.
Note that a base can lie on a boundary edge infinitely close to a vertex without being on the vertex. See Fig. 12 for an example of an upper base.
The second concept that we define is that of a shadow.
Definition 4
For a spear sp X with X being one of U or D, define the shadow of sp X , denoted shd X , to be the part of the visibility polygon of the base v X strictly to the We parameterize the shadows, in the same way as the spears, to be dependent on the placement of the previously placed guards and refer to them as shd U (G p ) and shd D (G p ) given the partial guard set G p .
We prove a technical lemma that will be useful to bound the number of guards produced by our algorithm.
Lemma 5
If G − and G + are two partial guard covers of P such that G − ⊂ G + and
Proof Since the spear type is fixed in each case, we can simplify our notation and let
We denote byX the opposite boundary of X in P, i.e., if X is U thenX is D and vice versa. Let Q − and Q + be the pocket regions of the two guard sets with respect to X.
If u + lies on the boundaryX (except for the degenerate case when u + lies on a reflex vertex ofX), then we immediately have that shd + = ∅ proving the lemma.
Assume now that u + does not lie onX (or that the degenerate case has occurred), then the spear tip u + is adjacent to two boundary edges e and e of the spear, where e is part of the line segment [v + , u + ]. Consider the extension of e, the other edge, from u + towards the left until it reaches the exterior of P at p.
We claim that the line segment [p, u + ] must touch the boundaryX at some point. Assume that it does not, then there is a point on the extension of [v + , u + ] towards the right that sees as much of Q + as u + does, thus contradicting that u + is a spear tip. This also shows that [p, u + ] touches the boundary of some pocket p in Q + . Let q denote the leftmost point onX that intersects the segment [p, u + ].
The line segment [p, q] partitions P into two subpolygons, P + and P − , where P + contains u + . This gives us two cases; see Fig. 13 . • v − lies in P + .
If u − lies in P − , then all of shd − lies in P − and the two shadows cannot intersect. Assume now that u − lies in P + and that v − sees points in shd + . We have two subcases.
If u − also sees points in shd + , we have an immediate contradiction since then u − sees points in some pocket p of Q + or points of the path P X (p) of Q + , if p is a boundary pocket; see Fig. 13(b) .
If u − does not see points in shd + , there is a part of the boundary X blocking vision between u − and shd + . Note that u − cannot see q since otherwise it would also see points of p . Therefore, there is second guard g in G + seeing q. The guard g must lie in P − otherwise it sees points in p. Furthermore, visibility from g into p must be blocked by the boundary X, which must then cross the line segment [p, q], a contradiction; see Fig. 13(c) .
This concludes the proof.
Serial Guard Covers
We define a special type of guard set that will help us prove the approximation factor of our algorithm.
Definition 5
We define restricted guards as follows: 
Next, we define a strip subdivision of P.
Definition 6
A strip subdivision of a monotone polygon P is a subdivision of the polygon by the introduction of vertical segments connecting the upper and lower boundary. Each strip is a subpolygon of P bounded by a left vertical edge (possibly degenerating to the left end point s), a portion of the upper boundary U , a right vertical edge (possibly degenerating to the right end point t) and a portion of the lower boundary D.
We are now in a position to define serial guard sets. 
Lemma 6 A monotone polygon has an upper serial guard cover with at most 2OPT s i -restricted guards and at most 3OPT left guards.
Proof Let G be a guard cover for P. Reflect P along the y-axis to get the reversed polygonP having the guard coverḠ, the set G reflected along the y-axis; see Fig. 14.
Our proof is constructive and iteratively places restricted guards in the polygonP. Do a plane sweep from left to right onP. Initially, let H 0 be the empty guard set and let l 0 be the vertical line through the leftmost point ofP. Iteratively, given the partial guard set H j and the line l j , we construct the next partial guard set H j +1 and the next vertical line l j +1 as follows: Obtain the upper spear tip u = u U (H j ) and let l j +1 be the maximal vertical line segment through u interior to P. Let H j +1 include the guards in H j and lets j be the strip inP bounded by l j and l j +1 . We place the following additional guards on l j +1 , 1. ans j -restricted guardḡ j at u, 2. a right guard at u, 3. each guard fromḠ ins j is moved along its shortest path to s , the rightmost point ofP, until it reaches l j +1 . At these points place right guards.
Each of the guards thus placed is added to H j +1 ; see Fig. 15 . According to Lemma 1, any right guardḡ R on l j +1 will see at least as much to the right of l j +1 inP as the original guardḡ inḠ. Hence, we have the invariant that the guard set H j +1 sees at least as much of the upper boundary ofP as the guards to the left of u inḠ. The process terminates after K iterations when the plane sweep reaches the rightmost point ofP. In the last iteration we have two possibilities. Either, the right guards in H K−1 together see the upper boundary ofs K−1 , in which case we do not have to add anys K−1 -restricted guard at the right edge ofs K−1 , ors K−1 must by necessity contain guards fromḠ. We differentiate between these cases when we count the number of guards placed.
Thes j -restricted guardḡ j placed at u U (H j ) will see the upper boundary ofs j together with the right guards in H j . Hence, the restricted guard set H K sees the upper boundary ofP.
We count the number of guards placed according to their type, 1, 2, or 3, above. The number of Type 3 right guards in H K is |Ḡ| = |G| since each of these right guards corresponds to a guard in G.
The number of Type 2 right guards is the same as the number of Type 1s jrestricted guards since both types are placed at upper spear tips u.
It remains to count the Type 1s j -restricted guards. Ifs j contains guards fromḠ, we can associateḡ j to such a guardḡ inḠ. In particular, if the process places guard g K−1 in the last iteration, there is a guard fromḠ ins K−1 and we can associateḡ K−1 to this guard.
On the other hand, ifs j contains no guards fromḠ, then an upper base v U (H j ) of sp U (H j ) is not seen by the guards inḠ to the left of l j , i.e., ins 0 , . . . ,s j −1 , since no right guard in H j sees the base. Therefore, the base v U (H j ) must be seen by a guard g inḠ lying in the upper shadow shd U (H j ). Since there is a Type 2 right guard at the position ofḡ j , the prerequisites of Lemma 5 are fulfilled and we know that no two upper shadows shd U (H j ) and shd U (H j ) intersect for j = j , and hence,ḡ can only see one base. We can therefore associateḡ j to a guardḡ fromḠ in the upper shadow shd U (H j ).
Note that, ifs K−1 contains no guard fromḠ, then this strip is completely seen by the guards in previous strips and the process places nos K−1 -restricted guard ins K−1 .
In this way, any guardḡ inḠ can be associated to at most twos j -restricted guards. Hence, the number of Type 1s j -restricted guards, and thus also the number of Type 2 right guards, is at most 2|Ḡ| = 2|G|. Next, reflect the set H K back along the y-axis to become a guard set U of P. We claim that U is upper serial with at most 2|G| s i -restricted guards, for strips s i , 0 ≤ i < K, and at most 3|G| left guards. This follows since a strips j inP when reflected back becomes a strip s i in P, with i = K − j − 1. Eachs j -restricted guard g j in H K lies on the right edge ofs j and sees the upper boundary ofs j so the corresponding s i -restricted guard g i in U lies on the left edge of s i and sees the upper boundary of s i . Finally, the right guards of H K on the left edges of strips inP correspond to left guards of U in right edges of strips in P. The number of guards has not changed so U is upper serial as claimed.
By choosing G to be an optimal guard cover for P, we have that |G| = OPT, thus proving the lemma.
We can, using the same proof technique, show a corresponding lemma for lower serial guards.
Approximation Factor
Next, we establish the approximation factor of the algorithm.
Lemma 7 The algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON places at most 30OPT guards in P, where OPT is the size of the smallest guard cover for P.
Proof To bound the total number of guards, we establish the number of guards placed by Steps 5-7 throughout the iterations of algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON. To do so, we compare the number of guards placed in each step with the size of an upper and a lower serial guard cover.
Let G U be the set of guards assigned in Steps 5-7 in the iterations of the algorithm when the selection in Step 4 makes X = U andX = D; see Fig. 10 . Similarly, let G D be the guards assigned when X = D andX = U .
Consider first the set G U and order the guard triples in this set from left to right,
In iteration i of the loop, our algorithm performs Steps 5-7 with X = U and places guards g j , g j andĝ j , all having the same x-coordinate, with j ≤ i being the proper index in G U . The next time the algorithm performs Steps 5-7 with X = U it places guards g j +1 , g j +1 andĝ j +1 .
Let G i be the set of guards placed in iterations 1 to i by the algorithm. The guards g j , g j andĝ j are the rightmost guards in G i .
We compare the number of guards in G U with the size of an upper serial guard cover U and show that G U contains at most 3|U| guards. To do this, we construct a secondary guard set H incrementally starting with the empty guard set H 0 . For every index j > 0 we go through the guard triples in G U as follows:
If U has an s-restricted guard g in the interval between g j and g j +1 (in the case of j = 0 we consider the leftmost end point s of P to be the imaginary guard g 0 ), for some strip s, then we let
If U has no s-restricted guard in the interval between g j and g j +1 , then this whole interval is contained in a strip s associated to U . This means that the upper base v U (G i ) is either seen by the s-restricted guard g s to the left of g j or by a left guard in U in the upper shadow shd U (G i ).
If g s sees v U (G i ) then the shortest path from g s to t, the rightmost point of P, crosses the vertical line through g j at a point p. Let H j := {g j , g j , p} ∪ H j −1 , i.e., we exchange the guardĝ j for a guard at p. We claim that g s does not see v U (H j ) but this follows immediately by Lemma 1. Furthermore, u U (H j ) is not to the right of u U (G i ), since by our algorithmĝ j is placed so that u U (G i ) is as far to the right as possible.
If
The set H constructed according to the rules given above obeys three important criteria:
1. |H| = |G U |, 2. for each j , either there is an s-restricted guard between g j and g j +1 or no srestricted guard g s in U sees the upper base v U (H j ), 3. u U (H j ) is not to the right of u U (G i ), where i is the iteration index when guards g j , g j andĝ j are placed.
Let us count the number of guards in H. If two subsequent triples {g j , g j , p j } and {g j +1 , g j +1 , p j +1 } in H have an s-restricted guard g s in the interval between them, then we associate the triple {g j , g j , p j } to g s . We call such an association an α-association. By construction, an s-restricted guard g s in U can only be α-associated to a guard triple in H once.
If two subsequent triples {g j , g j , p j } and {g j +1 , g j +1 , p j +1 } in H do not have any s-restricted guard g s in the interval between them, then we know that the upper base v U (H j ) is seen by a left guard g in U in the upper shadow shd U (H j ) and we associate the triple {g j , g j , p j } to g. We call such an association a β-association. Since the upper spear sp U (H j ) and sp U (H j ) obey the prerequisites of Lemma 5, for any j = j , the two upper shadows shd U (H j ) and shd U (H j ) do not intersect. This means that a left guard g can only be β-associated to a guard triple in H once.
From this we can deduce that the number of guard triples in H is at most the number of s-restricted guards and left guards in U together. From Lemma 6, we know that this is at most 5OPT. By a completely symmetrical argument we can construct a set of guard triples H of the same size as the set G D and deduce that the number of guard triples in this set is also bounded by 5OPT. The total number of guards constructed by our algorithm is therefore bounded by
as claimed.
Computation
Computing Kernel Expansions
Let p, q and r be three points in P. We let VP B (p, q, r) denote the part of the visibility polygon VP(p) between the points q and r. Let R be a possibly disconnected polygonal region in P having m vertices and assume that the vertices are ordered v 1 , . . . , v m from left to right. We claim the following lemma. Assume next that p ∈ ke(R). In this case, there is a point q ∈ R L (p) not seen from p. Consider the shortest path SP(p, q). Let [p , q] be the last segment and let [r, p ] be the penultimate segment of SP(p, q). Since p does not see q, SP(p, q) consists of at least two segments and because of the monotonicity of P, the point p is a vertex of P to the left of p.
Lemma 8 ke(R)
= m−1 i=1 i j =1 VP B (v j , v i , v i+1 ) ∪ m j =1 VP R (v j , v m ) .
Proof From Definition 1 we have that ke(R)
Let l q be the maximal line segment interior to P from p through q to p . The segment l q contains a maximal subsegment l q completely contained in R. Let q and q be the two end points of l q , with q to the left of q ; see If [r, p , p ] forms a left turn we can make a symmetric argument to show that there is a vertex of R to the left of p not seen by p.
We have thus proved both directions of the equivalence.
Lemma 8 gives us a method to compute the kernel expansion of a region. We begin by ordering the vertices of the region from left to right. For each vertex, in order, we compute the visibility polygon [15, 22, 25] and establish the appropriate intersections in successive order; see Fig. 17 . The complexity of the algorithm is O(m log m+mn), where m is the number of vertices of R and n is the number of vertices of P. If R is monotone, the complexity reduces to O(mn) since the sorting of the vertices of R can be done in linear time.
The algorithm repeatedly computes intersections between two monotone polygons and combines the result with the left part established in previous iterations. The intersection between two monotone polygons having n and n vertices respectively can be computed in O(n + n ) time with a plane sweep algorithm.
Using the linear time intersection algorithm we can successively compute the intersections between visibility polygons, obtaining the kernel expansions of the appropriate pocket regions, i.e., the spears of each type. Since the number of pocket vertices is at most linear in total, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9
A spear in a monotone polygon can be computed in quadratic time.
Computing the Next Guard
Consider
Step 7 of algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON. In an iteration, just before we reach Step 7, we have a partial guard set G p with the rightmost guards at g and g and we are supposed to place a third guardĝ on the same vertical line in such a way that the spear tip of type X with respect to G p ∪ {ĝ} is as far to the right as possible. Let l g be the vertical line through g and g . The line l g intersects U at p U and D at p D . The algorithm emulates a sliding process whereby a point p slides along l g from p U to p D and we maintain the spear tip u X (G p ∪ {p}) as a function of p, continuously updating the spear tip as p moves along l g . To accurately detect for which point p that the point u X (G p ∪ {p}) is rightmost, we let the x-coordinate of u X (G p ∪ {p}) be a function of the y-coordinate of p. We denote this function by x X (y), where y corresponds to the parameter of the vertical
The spear tip u X (G p ∪ {p}) is adjacent to two edges e and e of the corresponding spear and, if u X (G p ∪ {p}) moves when p moves along l g , at least one of these edges must move as p moves. One of the two edges, say e , extends towards the left, reaching a point r on a boundary edgeê of X. The edge e, on the other hand, can either coincide with the opposite boundaryX (when u X (G p ∪ {p}) lies onX) or it extends towards the left, touching a vertex of the boundaryX before it reaches a vertex v of a type X pocket. In the most general case, both r and v move as p moves. Consider first the movement of r onê, whereê is a segment on the line y = ax + b. The supporting segment [p, r] touches X at a point q and the other supporting segment [u X (G p ∪ {p}), r] touches X at a point q ; see Fig. 18 .
We want to establish the equation of the line coinciding with [u X (G p ∪ {p}), r] in terms of the y-coordinate of p. If we let r be a function of p, we have that r is the intersection point between the lines y =
x(p)−x(q) x(q) and y = ax + b. So, by setting the two linear functions equal, we obtain the coordinates of the point r. The two coordinates are each the ratio between two affine functions in y(p), i.e.,
where c, d, h, c , and d , are constants dependent on a, b and q. Hence, the line through r and q can be established to be
where g(y) = (αy + β)/(y + γ ) and k(y) = (α y + β )/(y + γ ), for constants α, β, γ , α and β . With similar calculations we can establish the other supporting line that intersects the vertex v of a type X pocket to have the equation y = g (y(p))x + k (y(p)) as a function of y(p). The function x X (y(p)) is the x-coordinate of the intersection point between the two supporting lines, i.e., Fig. 19 The cases for parameter change giving us
where the constants A, B, C, A, B and C only depend on the points of contact that the four supporting lines corresponding to visibility polygon edges make with the boundary.
The constant parameters A, B, C, A , B and C can change value as the supporting lines make contact on different vertices and edges of the polygon and pocket boundaries. We are interested in computing these points of parameter change to be able to update the function x X (y) appropriately; see We can establish a superset of these points on l g that we call the primary event points by computing the visibility polygon of each boundary and pocket vertex to the right of l g and obtaining the, at most two, intersection points of the visibility polygon with l g . Hence, we have a linear number of such possible parameter changing points on l g . Let p 1 , . . . , p m be the primary event points on l g such that
Between consecutive primary event points on l g , we can have further points of update when the visibility polygon edges e and e adjacent to the spear tip intersect an edge e of a third visibility polygon at the same point. In this case, the spear tip changes from being the intersection point of e and e to being the intersection point of either e and e or e and e . We call the points on l g corresponding to these points of update the secondary event points.
For each primary event point p i , we compute the visibility polygon VP(G p ∪{p i }). For each vertex in each pocket we compute the visibility polygon and establish the edge e that intersects one of e or e , if there is one. Next, we find the point on l g where e intersects u X (G p ∪ {p}) when p moves from p i to p i+1 on l g . In the case when e is issued from a vertex v of a pocket p X where v is incident to the visibility polygon VP(p), e will move, i.e., sweep in a particular direction, since v moves as p slides on l g . In the other cases, e remains a fixed segment as p moves. To establish the intersection point, we solve the equations x X (y) = x X (y) and x X (y) = x X (y), where x X (y) and x X (y) correspond to the x-coordinates of the intersection point between e and e and the intersection point between e and e , respectively. This requires solving a quartic and two quadratic equations, giving at most four solutions for each equation, that can be computed analytically [3] . Thus, between each pair of primary event points we can have at most a linear number of secondary event points and we can determine each one of them in linear time.
From the discussion above, we know that between each pair of consecutive event points, primary or secondary, the function
By differentiating x X (y) in this interval, we can establish the points y, and therefore also the points p on l g , that are local maxima. This requires, in the worst case, solving one cubic equation and two quadratic equations, giving at most two solutions that can be computed analytically. Hence, it is sufficient to compute the spear sp X (G p ∪ {p}) for p being in at most O(n 2 ) positions on l g . From Lemma 9, we know that each such computation takes at most O(n 2 ) time. The computation of Step 7 in our algorithm is dominated by the cost of computing these spears, which takes a total of O(n 4 ) time. Since the algorithm places at most a linear number of guards in the polygon, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 10
The computation in algorithm GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON can be performed in O(n 5 ) time.
Interior Guarding Rectilinear Polygons
In this section, we give an algorithm to compute a small guard set in a simple rectilinear polygon P. Our algorithm consists of two main steps. First, we find a subdivision of the polygon into monotone pieces, then, we use the previously given algorithm to compute a guard cover in each monotone piece. Let us assume to begin with that P is not starshaped, since if this is the case, the single guard can be computed in linear time with the algorithm by Lee and Preparata [27] .
A trapezoidation of a polygon is a partitioning of the polygon into trapezoids, or horizontal strips, with the horizontal edges of each trapezoid connecting the vertices of the polygon; see Fig. 20 . Chazelle [4] , as a subroutine for triangulation, shows how such a trapezoidation can be computed in linear time in a simple polygon. Since P is rectilinear, the trapezoidation is a partition of P into rectangles. Let each trapezoid (or rectangle) correspond to a node in a graph T and let two nodes be connected if they share a horizontal edge of the trapezoidation. It is well known that T is a tree, so let T be a trapezoid corresponding to a leaf in T . Let r be one of the vertices of T not adjacent to the neighboring trapezoid of T ; see Fig. 20 . We call r the root vertex. To every reflex vertex v in P we can associate two extensions, i.e., the two maximal line segments in P through v and collinear to the two edges adjacent to v. We associate a direction to an extension e collinear to an edge e v by giving e the same direction as e v gets when P is traversed in counterclockwise order. This allows us to refer to the regions to the left and right of an extension, meaning to the left or right of e if e is directed upwards. Let P l e denote the part of P to the left of e and P r e to the right. We say that e is a visibility extension if the root vertex r is in P r e . The visibility extensions capture visibility information in the sense that not all guards can be to the right of a visibility extension. Hence, every visibility extension has at least one guard to the left of it.
We say that an extension e dominates another extension e , if P l e is properly contained in P l e .
Definition 8
A visibility extension e is essential, if e is not dominated by any other visibility extension.
Using the algorithm of Chin and Ntafos [6] in conjunction with Chazelle's triangulation algorithm [4] , we can efficiently compute the essential extensions. Assume that this computation gives us k essential extensions, e i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k; see Fig. 20 .
An essential extension e i is collinear to an edge with one reflex and one convex vertex.
Definition 9
Let v i denote the convex vertex of the edge collinear to the essential extension e i . We call the convex vertices v i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the essential vertices; see de Berg [10] shows how to construct a data structure to obtain the shortest rectilinear path between any pair of points in P. Using this structure, we compute, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the shortest rectilinear paths SP R (r, v i ) from r to each v i efficiently. The paths SP R (r, v i ) will be used to help construct a subdivision of the polygon into monotone pieces.
To each rectilinear path SP R (r, v i ) connecting r with v i we define a vertical and a horizontal histogram expansion. Although the union of histogram expansions do not cover the whole polygon P; see Fig. 24 ; we can show that each point in P is seen by some path SP R (r, v i ).
Lemma 11 Every point in P is seen by some point of a shortest rectilinear path SP R (r, v i ).
Proof Let p be a point in P. Through p we can draw maximal vertical and horizontal line segments interior to P, dividing P into four quadrants around p. in the upper right quadrant of p there is at least one edge e v adjacent to a reflex vertex v such that its associated extension e has the root vertex r in P r e . Let v be the other edge of e v . The extension e is a visibility extension, since r lies in P r e , and it is not dominated by any other visibility extension, since all essential vertices lie in P r e . This gives us a contradiction since v, by definition, is an essential vertex and p sees v; see Fig. 21 .
A histogram expansion can be computed in linear time using an algorithm by Levcopoulos [28] . Each horizontal histogram expansion consists of a number of xmonotone polygons with the property that no guard in one monotone polygon can see anything in any of the others. Furthermore, a guard outside the horizontal histogram expansion can see into at most two of the x-monotone polygons in the horizontal histogram expansion. Similarly, a vertical histogram expansion subdivides into ymonotone pieces with the same properties; see Fig. 22 .
Lemma 12
If P can be guarded with OPT guards, then a histogram expansion can also be guarded with at most 2OPT guards interior to the histogram expansion. Proof Let p be a point that sees into a monotone piece R of a histogram expansion H; see Fig. 23 . Assume that R is x-monotone and that p lies in a region adjacent to the lower boundary D of R. Let l p be the line segment that separates R from the piece containing p. Consider the intersection VP(p) ∩ R. The intersection subdivides R into left pockets and right pockets. Traversing the boundary of VP(p) clockwise starting at a point outside R will first reach the edges that are incident to left pockets, then a boundary chain C of R, and finally the edges that are incident to right pockets of R. Take any point q of C and let p be the intersection of the line segment between p and q with l p . Any point in R seen by p will also be seen by p .
Hence, any guard outside R that sees points in R can be moved to the boundary of R and it sees at least as much of R as in its previous location.
Consider a set of OPT guards that cover P and let R 1 , . . . , R h be the h monotone pieces of the histogram expansion H computed from SP R (r, v i ). Let H be the subset of guards that see points in H. Each guard in H outside H can see into at most two monotone pieces R j and R j +1 that are consecutive along the path SP R (r, v i ) and by our previous argument two copies can be placed on each boundary of R j and R j +1 . This gives a new guard set H consisting of the guards in H inside H and the ones copied and moved to the boundary of H. By our argument, H sees all of H and contains at most 2|H| ≤ 2OPT guards.
We use the GUARD-MONOTONE-POLYGON algorithm of the previous section to guard each monotone piece with at most O(m) guards, where m is the smallest guard cover for the monotone piece. From Lemma 12 we know that each histogram ex- Fig. 24 Illustrating the proof of Lemma 14 pansion can be guarded with 2OPT guards interior to the histogram expansion, and hence, our algorithm guards it with at most O(OPT) guards. By a similar argument p cannot be to the left of more than one horizontal essential extension. Hence, p can see at most two essential vertices.
Lemma 13
By the preceding lemma, one guard can see at most two essential vertices, hence, k/2 ≤ OPT. Since we construct a total of 2k horizontal and vertical histogram expansions, the union The set P \ (
partitions into a number of connected regions that we call fans. We show that each of these fans is starshaped.
Lemma 14 A fan is always starshaped.
Proof The boundary of a fan consists of the vertical segment of an x-monotone piece from a horizontal histogram expansion and a horizontal segment of a y-monotone piece from a vertical histogram expansion forming a 90 degree wedge connected at a point q; see Fig. 24 .
The two wedge edges of the fan are connected by a part of the boundary of P. Consider any point p properly in the interior of the fan, i.e., not on the boundary. A vertical or horizontal line through p does not intersect any path SP R (r, v i ). Therefore, the boundary part of the fan in common with the boundary of P must be monotone with respect to both the x-and y-axes. The fan is thus completely visible from q, and hence, starshaped.
Since the fans are starshaped, we can guard each of them with one extra guard. A fan is also adjacent to one horizontal and one vertical histogram expansion and each monotone piece in a histogram expansion can be adjacent to at most two fans. Hence, to count the number of fans, i.e., the number of additional guards we have to place to cover the complete polygon, we associate each fan with the horizontal or vertical monotone piece of a histogram expansion that is closer to the root vertex r. Since each monotone piece must contain at least one guard, the number of guards placed to see all of P has at most doubled.
Theorem 3
There is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that computes a guard cover of size O(OPT 2 ) in a rectilinear polygon P, where OPT is the size of the smallest guard cover for P.
Combining this result with another guarding algorithm gives us an approximation result.
Theorem 4
There is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that computes a guard cover with approximation factor O( √ n) in a rectilinear polygon P.
Proof We run the algorithm that we have developed above and the classical algorithm by Fisk [17] in conjunction and return the smallest of the two guard covers obtained. Let k R be the size of the guard cover returned by our algorithm and let k F be the size of the cover returned by Fisk's algorithm. Fisk proves that k F ≤ n/3 . To calculate the approximation ratio, assume first that k R ≤ k F ≤ n/3 then, since k R ∈ O(OPT 2 ), we have that OPT ≥ c √ k R , for some constant c. The ratio becomes
On the other hand, if k R > k F , we have that OPT ≥ c √ k R > c √ k F and the ratio then becomes
Conclusions
We have proved that vertex guarding a monotone polygon is NP-hard. We have also constructed two polynomial time deterministic algorithms for guarding. One for approximate interior guarding of monotone polygons and one for approximate guarding of rectilinear polygons. Our contribution is that the approximation factors for both algorithms are independent of the size of the polygon. Interestingly, King and Krohn have generalized the NP-hardness proof to vertex guarding two-dimensional monotone terrains [24] .
Other open problems are to improve the approximation bounds for monotone and rectilinear polygons, to find approximation algorithms for other classes of polygons, and ultimately approximate guarding of simple polygons in general.
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